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Supplementary tables and figures 
Table S1. Project identification or DOI for studies used. For data acquired from             
Metabolomics Workbench, this data is available at the NIH Common Fund's Metabolomics Data             
Repository and Coordinating Center (supported by NIH grant, U01-DK097430) website, the           
Metabolomics Workbench, http://www.metabolomicsworkbench.org. ‘High res’ refers to high        
resolution mass spectrometry used. ‡Refers to data sets without published accompanying           
manuscript. 
Project or paper DOI Project ID or Accession High res ID 
https://doi.org/10.1093/gigascience/gix087 MTBLS4081 Yes I1 

10.21228/M8FH50 ST000763‡ Yes I2 
https://doi.org/10.1002/ijc.28491 MTBLS922 Yes B1 
10.21228/M86K6W ST000355, ST0003563 - B3 / B2 
10.21228/M8QM3R ST0009184 Yes B4 
10.1021/pr500494u ST0002845 - B5 
https://doi.org/10.1021/pr300673x MTBLS196 Yes B7 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016%2Fj.aca.2012.07.013 MTBLS177 Yes B9 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0127299 MTBLS1058 - B8 
0.21228/M8VH5Q ST0008659 - B6 
10.21228/M8RC8J ST000389, ST00038810 Yes B11 
https://doi.org/10.1158/0008-5472.CAN-14-0109 MTBLS2811 Yes B14 
10.21228/M8T60D ST00039212 - B12 
10.21228/M80W30 ST000368, ST000369, ST000385, ST00038613 - B10 
10.21228/M86G6V ST00039614 paper associated with general    

cohort 
- B13 

10.1038/srep22525 Feng et al.15 Yes C1 
10.21228/M8NS3V ST000329‡ Yes G1 
10.1186/s13073-016-0318-8 MTBLS279, MTBLS280, MTBLS25316 - E1 / E2 
10.21228/M8X96N ST00088817 Yes E3 
10.21228/M8DP41 ST00057818 Yes E4 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1371%2Fjournal.pntd.0004480 MTBLS31519 Yes E5 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.diagmicrobio.2016.03.012 MTBLS35420 Yes E6 
10.1371/journal.pntd.0006215 MTBLS57921 - E7 
https://doi.org/10.1093/gigascience/gix036 MTBLS35222 Yes D1 
10.21228/M88C86 ST00038323 - D4 
10.21228/M8J60X ST00060824 Yes D2 
10.21228/M8D59R ST00004525 Yes D3 
10.21228/M88G6G ST00004626 Yes A1 
https://doi.org/10.1038/nm.3466 MTBLS7227 Yes A2 
10.21228/M8V88F ST000062, ST000063‡ - A3 
10.1073/pnas.1603023113 MTBLS26628 Yes F1 
10.21228/M82K58 ST00045029 - F2 
10.21228/M8D60P ST00038130 - F3 
10.4155/bio-2016-0108 MTBLS36431 Yes F4 
http://dx.doi.org/10.3390%2Fijms17091583 MTBLS35832 - H1 
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Figure S1. Plasma and serum-based studies display no statistically significant difference in            
AUC values. Values used are only from reprocessed studies with points representing individual             
data sets each randomly dispersed in the x-dimension for ease of viewing. Values in parentheses               
indicate the number of data sets in each category.  P-value shown is from a MW-U test. 
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Figure S2. Reprocessed LC studies tend to possess more features than GC-based studies.             
(A) Comparison of all LC versus all GC studies in terms of the total number of features                 
following XCMS processing. (B-F) Random sampling (with replacement) of the LC samples for             
balanced comparison. All P-values shown are MW-U tests. Values used are only from             
reprocessed studies with points representing individual data sets each randomly dispersed in the             
x-dimension for ease of viewing. Values in parentheses indicate the number of data sets in each                
category.  
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Figure S3. Low model AUC values are frequently due to the challenge of differentiating              
highly similar (or the same) health states. Shown are the results for individual data sets for all                 
multiclass studies. These include two endocrine, and one of each of the following:             
Neuro/Neuropsychiatric, cancer, renal, respiratory and rheumatologic health states. When         
multiple of the same labels are provided this is due to distinct data sets internal to each study                  
looking at the same classes but with different methods, instruments or other experimental             
parameters. Select abbreviations are as follow, NGT: healthy control, T2D: type II diabetes,             
Pre-DM: Pre-diabetes; IW: 8 hour insulin withdraw, II: Insulin injection following 8 hour             
withdraw, ND: no diabetes; AD: Alzheimer’s, CN: cognitively normal, MCI: mild cognitive            
impairment; CRC: colorectal cancer; MCD: minimal change disease, FSGS: focal segmental           
glomerulosclerosis; NS: never smoker, CS: current smoker, COPD: Chronic Obstructive          
Pulmonary Disease, FS: former smoker; PAH: pulmonary artery hypertension. 
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Figure S4. PLS-DA models perform on par with L1-LR models when trained on all              
features using AUC as a comparison metric. AUC scatter plot of models trained on individual               
data sets with the mean difference in AUC shown in the plot label (average of L1-LR AUC                 
values minus the average of PLS-DA AUC values). Models trained using all features (left),              
models trained for data sets with only significant features (right). Dot sizes are proportional to               
the log of the total number of features for each plot. Colors correspond to health state categories                 
from the main text. 
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Figure S5. Models trained with all features outperform models using only significant            
features. All data sets were included in this plot for the significant feature (gray) subsets, this                
includes those data sets for which there are no significant features in the full data set but may                  
have significant features following the five-fold splitting for which significant features are            
calculated on four out of the five folds and used for model training and testing (see main text                  
methods). Data sets for which there were no features left after removing the non-significant              
features were assigned an AUC of 0.5, this explains the sudden stop in decreasing AUC               
observed for the significant feature models. The ‘all feature’ models were fully trained always              
and thus sometimes overfit on the training data leading to very low AUC values < 0.5. P-values                 
correspond to MW-U tests for the model AUC values between each number of feature subsetting               
relative to the all feature data. Data points representing individual data sets are each randomly               
dispersed in the x-dimension for ease of viewing internal to each type of model built. 
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Figure S6. The AUC values for distinct data sets minimally changes when the 5–100 top               
significant features are used for model training. Plots show the AUC value using all features               
(X-axis) versus the AUC value of models using a select number of top features. Delta AUC                
values calculated by taking the mean of the differences between all features and the top feature                
models. Dot sizes are proportional to the log of the total number of features in the ‘all features’                  
data set for each plot. Colors correspond to health state categories from the main text. 
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Figure S7. Correlation of AUC with fraction of statistically significant model coefficients            
for models built on data sets with at least one significant feature. Linear regression of the                
AUC value as a function of the fraction of statistically significant model coefficients. Regression              
performed with stats.linregress, giving R-squared and P-value. Colors correspond to health state            
categories from the main text. 
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Figure S8. Mass-to-charge ratio versus model feature coefficient for individual data sets.            
Shown in red are the statistically significant features while black are not significant. Data sets               
(clockwise from upper left): Psoriasis - MTBLS408, Hepatocellular carcinoma - MTBLS17,           
Chronic hepatitis B - MTBLS279, Non-malaria febrile illness - MTBLS315, Pneumonia -            
MTBLS354. Note for the following data sets it was not possible to match mz values to the author                  
supplied feature names: MTBLS358, MTBLS579, ST000284, ST000355, ST000356 and         
ST000450. 
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Figure S9. Mass-to-charge ratio versus model feature coefficient for individual data sets.            
Shown in red are the statistically significant features while black are not significant. Data sets               
(top to bottom): T1 diabetes - ST000045, Alzheimer’s - ST000046.  
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Figure S10. Mass-to-charge ratio versus model feature coefficient for individual data sets.            
Shown in red are the statistically significant features while black are not significant. Data sets               
(clockwise from upper left): Depression - ST00062, Depression - ST000063, Lung Cancer -             
ST000388, Lung Cancer - ST000389, T2 diabetes - ST000383, Lung cancer - ST000396,             
Minimal change disease - ST000329. ST000062 and 63 were considered part of the same study               
as were ST000388 and 389.  
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Figure S11. Mass-to-charge ratio versus model feature coefficient for individual data sets.            
Shown in red are the statistically significant features while black are not significant. Data set:               
ST000763. 
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Figure S12. Mass-to-charge ratio versus model feature coefficient for individual data sets.            
Shown in red are the statistically significant features while black are not significant. Data sets               
(clockwise from upper left): Breast cancer - ST000918, Lyme disease - ST0008888,            
Hepatocellular carcinoma - ST000865, Lung cancer - ST000385, Malaria - ST000578, Lung            
cancer - ST000392, Interstitial cystitis - ST000381, Diabetic men - ST000608. Empty GC plot              
for the Diabetic men study is due to the inability to match features to mz values due to authors                   
reporting only compound names and not mz values observed, while the LC data had matched rt                
and mz for each feature.  
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Figure S13. Feature enrichment as a function of model feature coefficient for each data set               
for all studies. Enrichment calculated as the average feature intensity in case divided by the               
average feature intensity in control. Red dots represent non-significant features while blue dots             
are statistically significant (P-value < 0.05, FDR-corrected MW-U test). The x-axis depicts the             
average model feature coefficient and the y-axis if the fold enrichment in case relative to control.  
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Figure S14. Feature enrichment as a function of model feature coefficient for each data set               
for all studies. Enrichment calculated as the average feature intensity in case divided by the               
average feature intensity in control. Red dots represent non-significant features while blue dots             
are statistically significant (P-value < 0.05, FDR-corrected MW-U test). The x-axis depicts the             
average model feature coefficient and the y-axis if the fold enrichment in case relative to control.  
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Figure S15. Feature enrichment as a function of model feature coefficient for each data set               
for all studies. Enrichment calculated as the average feature intensity in case divided by the               
average feature intensity in control. Red dots represent non-significant features while blue dots             
are statistically significant (P-value < 0.05, FDR-corrected MW-U test). The x-axis depicts the             
average model feature coefficient and the y-axis if the fold enrichment in case relative to control.  
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Figure S16. Feature enrichment as a function of model feature coefficient for each data set               
for all studies. Enrichment calculated as the average feature intensity in case divided by the               
average feature intensity in control. Red dots represent non-significant features while blue dots             
are statistically significant (P-value < 0.05, FDR-corrected MW-U test). The x-axis depicts the             
average model feature coefficient and the y-axis if the fold enrichment in case relative to control.  
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Figure S17. Feature enrichment as a function of model feature coefficient each data set for               
all studies. Enrichment calculated as the average feature intensity in case divided by the average               
feature intensity in control. Red dots represent non-significant features while blue dots are             
statistically significant (P-value < 0.05, FDR-corrected MW-U test). The x-axis depicts the            
average model feature coefficient and the y-axis if the fold enrichment in case relative to control.  
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Figure S18. Feature enrichment as a function of model feature coefficient each data set for               
all studies. Enrichment calculated as the average feature intensity in case divided by the average               
feature intensity in control. Red dots represent non-significant features while blue dots are             
statistically significant (P-value < 0.05, FDR-corrected MW-U test). The x-axis depicts the            
average model feature coefficient and the y-axis if the fold enrichment in case relative to control.  
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Figure S19. Feature enrichment as a function of model feature coefficient each data set for               
all studies. Enrichment calculated as the average feature intensity in case divided by the average               
feature intensity in control. Red dots represent non-significant features while blue dots are             
statistically significant (P-value < 0.05, FDR-corrected MW-U test). The x-axis depicts the            
average model feature coefficient and the y-axis if the fold enrichment in case relative to control.  
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Figure S20. Feature enrichment as a function of model feature coefficient each data set for               
all studies. Enrichment calculated as the average feature intensity in case divided by the average               
feature intensity in control. Red dots represent non-significant features while blue dots are             
statistically significant (P-value < 0.05, FDR-corrected MW-U test). The x-axis depicts the            
average model feature coefficient and the y-axis if the fold enrichment in case relative to control.  
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Figure S21. Feature enrichment as a function of model feature coefficient each data set for               
all studies. Enrichment calculated as the average feature intensity in case divided by the average               
feature intensity in control. Red dots represent non-significant features while blue dots are             
statistically significant (P-value < 0.05, FDR-corrected MW-U test). The x-axis depicts the            
average model feature coefficient and the y-axis if the fold enrichment in case relative to control.  
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Figure S22. Studies with a larger number of participants tend to have more significant              
features (and hence adducts and isotopes); the total number of features plays a smaller              
role. (A) AUC relative to the total number of features used to train each model, in which the                  
difference between the total number of features and the number of features remaining after              
removal of significant features, their adducts, and isotopes is > 500. (B) Same as in (A) but                 
where the difference is < 500 (circle area proportional to study size for both).  
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Figure S23. Intensities of non-significant, no adduct or isotope features often cover a             
similar range in intensities as the statistically significant metabolites. (A) data sets for which              
the AUC was greater than 0.8 and (B) Data sets for which the AUC was less than or equal to 0.8.                     
Labels for data sets can be found in Table S2. 
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Table S2. Labels and data sets for Figure S22.      
labels data_set 
A1-1 XCMS-Report-annotated-SingleClass.04jun12_CN_AD 
A1-2 XCMS-Report-annotated-SingleClass.11jun12_CN_MCI 
A1-3 XCMS-Report-annotated-SingleClass.11jun12_CN_AD 
A2-1 IPO_aligned_MTBLS72_pos 
C1-1 urine_onebatch_IPO_aligned_Feng_urine_all 
D2-1 AN000929 
D2-2 AN000930 
D3-1 IPO_aligned_ST000045_2feb_pos_ND_IW 
D3-2 IPO_aligned_ST000045_2feb_pos_II_IW 
D3-3 IPO_aligned_ST000045_11feb_neg_ND_IW 
D3-4 IPO_aligned_ST000045_11feb_neg_II_IW 
D3-5 IPO_aligned_ST000045_17mar_neg_ND_IW 
E5-1 IPO_aligned_MTBLS315_mzXML 
E5-2 IPO_aligned_MTBLS315_n_mzML 
E5-3 IPO_aligned_MTBLS315_p_mzML 
E6-1 IPO_aligned_MTBLS354_neg 
E6-2 IPO_aligned_MTBLS354_pos 
F1-1 IPO_aligned_MTBLS266_neg 
F1-2 IPO_aligned_MTBLS266_pos 
F4-1 IPO_aligned_MTBLS364_hil_pos 
F4-2 IPO_aligned_MTBLS364_lip_pos 
G1-1 IPO_aligned_ST000329_pos_MCD_Control 
G1-2 IPO_aligned_ST000329_pos_FSGS_Control 
G1-3 IPO_aligned_ST000329_neg_MCD_Control 
G1-4 IPO_aligned_ST000329_neg_FSGS_Control 
I1-1 IPO_aligned_MTBLS408_neg 
I1-2 IPO_aligned_MTBLS408_pos 
I2-1 IPO_aligned_ST000763_untar_pos_Healthy_LowRisk 
I2-2 IPO_aligned_ST000763_untar_pos_PAH_Normal Pressures 
I2-3 IPO_aligned_ST000763_untar_pos_PAH_Borderline Pressures 
I2-4 IPO_aligned_ST000763_untar_pos_Normal Pressures_Borderline Pressures 
I2-5 IPO_aligned_ST000763_untar_pos_Normal Pressures_LowRisk 
I2-6 IPO_aligned_ST000763_untar_neg_Healthy_LowRisk 
I2-7 IPO_aligned_ST000763_untar_neg_PAH_Normal Pressures 
I2-8 IPO_aligned_ST000763_untar_neg_PAH_Borderline Pressures 
I2-9 IPO_aligned_ST000763_untar_neg_PAH_LowRisk 
I2-10 IPO_aligned_ST000763_untar_neg_Normal Pressures_Borderline Pressures 
I2-11 IPO_aligned_ST000763_untar_neg_Normal Pressures_LowRisk 
I2-12 IPO_aligned_ST000763_untar_neg_Borderline Pressures_LowRisk 
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Figure S24. Mass-to-charge ratio versus model feature coefficient for individual data sets.            
Shown in blue are features that are in the top 5% highest feature coefficient in the model, while                  
those in black are below this data set specific cutoff. Data sets (clockwise starting from upper                
left): Lung cancer - ST000388, Breast cancer - MTBLS92, Coronary Heart disease - Feng,              
Pneumonia - MTBLS354, Hepatocellular carcinoma - MTBLS19, Psoriasis - MTBLS408,          
Malaria - ST000578. Note: ST000608, ST000888 and ST000918 only had author feature tables             
of labels metabolites that could not be mapped to mz and thus not included. 
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Figure S25. Mass-to-charge ratio versus model feature coefficient for individual data sets.            
Shown in blue are features that are in the top 5% highest feature coefficient in the model, while                  
those in black are below this data set specific cutoff. Data sets (clockwise starting from upper                
left): Minimal change disease - ST000329, Hepatocellular carcinoma - MTBLS17, Alzheimer’s -            
MTBLS72, Age related metabolomics - MTBLS266, Non-malaria febrile illness - MTBLS315,  
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Figure S26. Mass-to-charge ratio versus model feature coefficient for individual data sets.            
Shown in blue are features that are in the top 5% highest feature coefficient in the model, while                  
those in black are below this data set specific cutoff. Data sets (clockwise starting from upper                
left): Diabetes - MTBLS352, Lung cancer - MTBLS28, Smoker v. nonsmoker - MTBLS364. 
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Figure S27. Mass-to-charge ratio versus model feature coefficient for individual data sets.            
Shown in blue are features that are in the top 5% highest feature coefficient in the model, while                  
those in black are below this data set specific cutoff. Data sets: T1 Diabetes - ST000045. 
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Figure S28. Mass-to-charge ratio versus model feature coefficient for individual data sets.            
Shown in blue are features that are in the top 5% highest feature coefficient in the model, while                  
those in black are below this data set specific cutoff. Data set: Pulmonary artery hypertension -                
ST000763.  
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Figure S29. Mass-to-charge ratio versus model feature coefficient for individual data sets.            
Shown in blue are features that are in the top 5% highest feature coefficient in the model, while                  
those in black are below this data set specific cutoff. Data set: Alzheimer’s - ST000046. 
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